A VERY SPECIAL PILGRIMAGE!
May 13 to June 10, 2013
In early September last year, an issue of TnT carried an article about a Pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela
in Spain. The article had been placed by Edwina Mallia of our parish, who was inspired to organise this
special pilgrimage by the movie The Way, starring Martin Sheen. She was asking for expressions of interest.
Very quickly, through the involvement of parish members who were members of the Catenian Association,
Edwina was encouraged to start finalising her planning in earnest.
Edwina also ran an advertisement in Kairos which added to the numbers. There were 23 starters but due to
some serious illness 2 had to withdraw so the group became 21. There were seven Catenians, 3 wives, one
daughter and a 15 year old grand daughter together with 3 other couples from Kairos and 2 single ladies.;
and, of course, our marvellous and hard-working leader Edwina.
Edwina had researched extremely well and drawn up a magnificent itinerary in 4 parts. A six day start in
Morocco, followed by Spain and the Camino - The Way to Santiago. Then Portugal and finally back to
Spain. This allowed us pilgrims to choose all the trip or just part of it.
Some of the highlights (of which there were many) follow: Casablanca and Mass on Pentecost Sunday at the
Cathedral of Our Lady of Lourdes; a magnificent young-adult choir who sang in French, Latin and English.
A priest who was animated and so convincing in what he was saying that the congregation stood and
applauded him at the end of his sermon as it was in French we had no idea what he said but it was obviously
very good. And at the sign of peace we all joined hands so that it was a continuous loop from the altar
throughout the entire church...row after row, across the aisles, side to side, front to back; a very moving
experience. Also in the city of white houses is the Grand Mosque of Hassan 2, the second largest in the
world, which holds 25,000 inside and can handle another 80,000 outside.
Then Marrakesh, with its markets and alleys and souks and snake charmers, all colourful and crowded. We
were constantly warned about pick-pockets. The next day we visited Essaouira on the Atlantic, an old port
and fishing town, with a large beach front that reminded us of Surfers Paradise before the multiple hi-rise
buildings. The next day on a trip to the Atlas Mountains we visited Asni & Ouirgane. Here we had a very
special experience - morning tea with a real Berber family (the very poor Arabs) in a house with no running
water or sewerage or gas but some electricity. We were served freshly baked flat bread and mint tea and
enjoyed their beautiful and simple hospitality. Would you greet 21 overseas strangers into your house at short
notice?
Next we were off to Barcelona a great tourist city but with a difference - the magic of Gaudi - artist,
architect, man of vision and genius. The Basilica of the Holy Family, he designed, is still to be completed,
but it is a masterpiece in every way and magnificent in its beauty. 7 years ago it was filled with scaffolding,
this time the interior was ready for Mass and heavenly rays of light flooded into it - I'm sure just as Gaudi
first imagined it. Then there's his Guell Park. So strangely beautiful, so colourful and filled with locals and
tourists alike, all enjoying his magical way of creating an environment so unique and interesting for all
visitors. The next day we journeyed to Monserrat and experienced the beauty, timelessness and serenity of
this very special monastery village built high in the mountains.
We sped by fast train to Madrid
(500km in 2.5 hours) to begin our
journey by coach to The Way.
We headed northwest across the
Spanish countryside with a short
stop at Avila (right) a beautiful
ancient walled city, then through
towns, villages and giant tourist traps (coffee, food and toilet stops) along the freeway. We stayed in Astorga
overnight then next morning joined the coach for our start on the French Camino stopping at Ponferrada,
Villafranca, O’Cebreiro, Samos then Sarria for another overnight stop. Next morning we went to the small
village of Portomarin where we arrived early in the morning. We waited for the special little church to open.

When we finally went in two other pilgrims (walking The Way) went up to the altar and began to sing two
hymns - in German we think - and in harmony. Beautiful and so full of faith. We continued to Palais de Rei
and Labacolla before finally arriving at Monte de Gozo - the Mount of Joy - where we left the comfort of our
coach and walked the last 5km to the cathedral steps at Santiago de Compostela.

We had time to explore the Cathedral (above), and some of the narrow streets and small squares whilst
Edwina and our guide found us a good restaurant for dinner (above right) but when we came back to the
main square later that evening we discovered the most unexpected - a Star Wars convention with literally
hundreds of people dressed in the full regalia and marching to the Star Wars theme music.
Sunday morning we were back for more exploring and after getting some inside information about the
special thurible went to an earlier Mass rather than the Pilgrims' Mass at midday. A thurible is an incense
burner. At the Santiago Cathedral they have a mega thurible and it only swings on special feast days at one
mass and this was Trinity Sunday and ours was THE Mass!
The mega thurible is a called a Botafumeiro. It weighs 80 kg and is 1.6m in height and is loaded with 40kg
of incense. It takes 8 red robed men called Tiraboleires to raise and lower it and get it to swing across the
front of the altar. Its full arc is 65 metres from transept to transept and reaches a height of 21 metres - a bit
scary when it's over the top of you. The pulley system was installed in 1604 and the thurible was created in
1851. There are two spares. After Mass ended a pilgrim walked to the foot of the altar and began to sing the
Ave Maria. Beautiful and amazing faith!
After Santiago we headed south to Portugal with our first stop at Porto a UNESCO world heritage city. After
touring this most beautiful city, we visited Taylor's Port Wine Cellars for a special tour followed by a port
tasting. Our tour guide was a very articulate and enthusiastic young lady who really knew her subject. The
port was excellent, also.
Next morning we headed for Lisbon via Fatima. We were lucky to strike a Rosary service in side chapel and
after visiting the Cathedral attended a Mass in the same chapel which was attended by many people in
wheelchairs. Despite the excitement of being there, Fatima seemed a little cold and too mercenary for some
of us. The square in front of the Cathedral is enormous and would hold many thousands. It appears to be
much larger than St Peter's square in Rome. In the town, a short walk away you can find religious stores of
all types selling everything from postcards to large statues to priests' vestments to silver chalices and
monstrances and multi-sized candle holders, rosary beads and so much more.

We were in Lisbon for three nights and saw much of the city. A number of the group were searching for
what Lisbon is famous for Portuguese Tarts. In the distant past egg whites were used in to paint tiles which
adorned building so there were lots of yolks going to waste. Over 200 years ago some Catholic nuns in a
Lisbon Convent learnt how to put the yolks to good use and created the first egg tarts and began to sell them
with much success. In 1837 Casa Pasteis de Belem was the first pastry shop outside the convent to sell them
and continues today with people still queuing to buy them fresh from the oven. We were led by our guide
past the queues and into this rabbit warren of restaurant rooms large and small until we came to our reserved
area (deep within) and where served with coffee/tea and the most beautiful egg tarts you've ever tasted. You
can buy them at the Glen good, but not when you've tasted the best!
After Lisbon we visited Faro, then onto Seville (stunning) for 4 nights, enjoying amongst other things a
special dinner and Flamenco concert as well as the Cathedral the largest gothic cathedral in the world.
Christopher Columbus remains are interned there. One day was spent visiting Cordoba with Moorish, Jewish
and Catholic heritage (very historic with a Cathedral that was a mosque that started as a church).
We bid a fond farewell to Seville and headed to the amazing town of Ronda (built on both sides of a deep,
vertical ravine incredible) then onto Granada for two nights. Granada is a beautiful city built in the foot hills,
filled with sunshine and flowers and song and with the snow-capped Sierra Nevada Mountains as a beautiful
backdrop.
The next day we visited the Alhambra which rises up as an imposing Moorish castle surrounded by orchards
and beautiful gardens and an interior that is extraordinary. One question comes to mind how did they build it
those hundreds of years ago? I doubt whether we'd have the technical skills to do it today. Had been waiting
to go there for 60 years and wasn't disappointed.
From Granada we went via Toledo to Madrid out last stop on this final section of the tour. Toledo was once
the capital of Spain and is steeped in history as well as being a city of great artistic beauty and deserves a
much larger story than this, but then so do all the other places we visited.
Madrid is a large city with some wonderful places to see and visit. First on our list was The Prado which was
just around the corner from our hotel. We arrived early, saw two exhibitions from the British museum, and
then headed for the real reason for the visit the El Greco exhibit. It was everything we expected and more
and again worth the 60 year wait to see it.
We walked and walked throughout the city, getting lost then discovering our way again, visiting the
Cathedral, seeing the palace, the church of St Francis and many, many other sights.
What hasn't been mentioned are the friendship, laughter and faith we shared throughout the pilgrimage. Sure
there were little upsets and concerns but these disappear when one remembers all the moments of joy and
happiness particularly couscous with 5 vegetables and the choice of wines red, white or green.
Throughout the journey breakfast was provided each morning and on 12 occasions we enjoyed special
dinners usually a specialy of the region. We mostly joined with others for lunch or dinner and pre-dinner
drinks. The hotels we stayed in were all very good and mainly 4 stars - the beds comfortable, the staff
friendly and helpful. And Edwina the perfect leader and friend throughout always willing to assist and
helping whenever needed, particularly when understanding the local language was proving difficult.
Submitted by Jenny and Rob Young

SOME HAPPY SNAPS TO WET YOUR WHISTLE
You know who in front of Fatima square and Cathedral in background. Middle: Inside of Seville Cathedral. It
is 18 metres around the base of the pillars. Right: The tomb of Christopher Columbus.
Middle row: The entrance bridge to the old town of Cordoba. And the entrance to the Alhambra.
Bottom left: a modern sculpture celebrating Spanish achievements. At the top is Christopher Columbus and
ranged below him are the navigators, the boat builders and at the base kneeling is St Francis Xavier. At right
is the ancient bridge at Ronda spanning a vertical gorge.

